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Sarlot & Eyed 

present  

Dance of Illusion 

 

A dangerous escape from a sword-filled basket, a string of razor blades 

delicately removed from a magician’s lips, a hypnotized woman 

balancing on the tip of an umbrella…  An unforgettable evening of 

ancient mysteries, world travel and astonishing illusions. 

 

In Dance of Illusion, Roland Sarlot and Susan Eyed mix beauty and 

danger, humor and mystery, to create a magical evening full of 

extraordinary visions.  Their unique brand of magical illusion 

incorporates everything from surprising twists on ancient magical 

traditions to humorous stories, exciting music, international dance, and 

costumes from across the world.  Sarlot & Eyed invite you to travel 

with them to a cabaret in old Berlin, a royal palace in ancient Tibet, and 

other exotic locations your imagination will love experiencing.  World-

renowned Miraval Resort raved that their annual red-carpet affair 

featuring Sarlot & Eyed was “the best party we’ve ever had!”  

Experience for yourself the passionate, dangerous beauty of Dance of 

Illusion.   

 

Sarlot & Eyed perform 100 shows every year across the country, from 

headlining in Las Vegas to appearances at festivals and exclusive 

private parties.  They have performed for audiences ranging from a 

thousand Citibank employees to “the 200 most powerful women in 

America”. For several years, Roland was the “house magician” for the 

famous resorts Canyon Ranch and Miraval in Tucson, Arizona, where 

they are based.  Susan was the lead dancer and choreographer for an 

award-winning dance company.  In Dance of Illusion, Roland Sarlot 

and Susan Eyed have combined their strongest passions to create a 

show where audiences everywhere believe in the wonder of magic 

again.   

 

Sarlot & Eyed showcase their unique brand of magical theater at 

casinos and corporate banquets, at trade shows and on cruise ships.  

Their website features videos of their performances in a variety of 

venues, from convention centers to majestic historical Limelight 

theaters.  In all  



  

  

of these settings, they have enraptured their audiences: “Fantastic 

doesn’t even begin to describe it!  From the pulsating music to the 

beautifully executed hypnotic segment, we loved the show.  I want to 

see it again. .  .and again!”  The only way to experience these highly 

sought after entertainers and to encounter the rich flavor of their 

performances, is in person. Discover for yourself why these charming 

performers are in constant demand for conventions, corporate 

gatherings, and upscale events. 

 

For additional information on Sarlot & Eyed, rave reviews, video and 

promotional material, visit: www.DanceOfIllusion.com.   

 

 

 

QUOTABLES 

 

“Sarlot & Eyed accomplish amazing things.” 

-LA Weekly 

 

“Truly Amazing!” 

-Indianapolis Star  

 

“My guests included several authors, company CEOs, attorneys and 

various corporate executives…You were truly excellent: talented, 

entertaining, funny.” 

-Robin Wolaner, CEO, Sunset Magazine  

 

“A riveting presentation that simply defied belief.” 

-Darryll Leiman, Director of Cruise Operations, Canyon Ranch Resort 

and Spa 

 

“Thank you for giving such a sizzling performance. I was lying awake 

last night still deeply puzzled by your amazing illusions – which only 

goes to show how hopeless scientists are at observations! Once again, 

my thanks for such a splendid evening.” 

-Paul Davies, Director, Beyond Center Arizona State University 

 


